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Along with Judaism and Christianity, Islam is one of the three great monotheistic religions that make up the majority of the sane in the world's religions today. Islam means devotion, and it began in the seventh century with revelations of the Prophet Muhammad. These revelations were recorded in the Koran, which is the sacred text of the
Islamic faith. On the basis of the principle of giving Allah, Islam has spread rapidly over the centuries. It is believed that angel Gabriel appeared before Muhammad with a message directly from Allah. In 622, Muhammad escaped persecution and flew north to the city of Medina. His flight, or hijira, marks the beginning of the Islamic
calendar. Despite the actions of the few, Qu'ran teaches the importance of peace and inclusion. It is believed that mankind is created from a single soul, and all men are equal in the eyes of God. The five pillars are faith, prayer, charity, self-purcation and pilgrimage to Mehka. By some measures, one-fifth of the world's population is devout
Muslims and is the second largest religion in the world. The main message of Islam is simple: worship and obey Allah and pray. With so many devout followers and the jeths of his core message, it is easy to see why Islam is considered such an important religion in the world today. This article is updated twice a year with our latest
choices. At school, having a favorite class was usually up to the teacher. A history lesson could go in one of two ways: terribly sheath, or if you had enough of a committed instructor, so fascinating that you could be transported to another place and time entirely. In our favorite history books there is a passion of those great teachers – you
will not catch a break here. We've included stories you can't get away from high school without finding out, and some of which you may not have heard of. For example, everyone knows the basics of World War II, but how much do you know about the North African war campaign? Listen to the history buffs: We detail some of the best eye-
opening books on history below, from memoirs to very realistic work of fiction. Here are our selections for the best history books that you can add to your collection. 01 of the 15 Black Bostonians James Oliver Horton and Lois E. Horton Black Bostonians $7 Shop Black Bostonians had a thorough text about people of color in the north
around the Civil War. It describes their social systems and the lengths they took for political integration in order to win the freedom of their Southern brothers and to expand the rights of the already free. 02 of Robert Darnton's Great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes in French Cultural History $4 Shop This title is filled with imagined
aspects of French history that use a lens known as microisto. The idea is to enhance a particular historical event and, in its detail, its consequences and The great cat massacre is one in the book. As its name might mean, the great cat massacre was about a group of Parisian printer apprentices in the 1730s who had imitated and hung all
the cats they could find. 03 of charles de gaulle's complete war memorabilia Charles de Gaulle Complete war memories of Charles De Gaulle $30 Trade French Army officer and poster Charles de Gaulle was a very popular figure during World War II, and immediately after the dust had come, he wrote to several carriers about his
experiences. They are gathered in this book, and the savied readers recommend that they be read in tandem with Winston Churchill's own long war accounts. 04 out of 15 Cuba in the American imagination of Louis A. Perez Cuba in the American Imagination $12 Trade Our relationship with Cuba has never been easy. Cuba historian
Louis A. Perez looks at the history of how Americans looked and described Cuba (as a woman, or ripe fruit, for example) and uncovered the motives behind these features of an island in Cuba in the American imagination. 05 of Francis Spufford's 15 Red Plenty $12 Shop While not strictly non-fiction, Red Plenty is a historical book about
the ousty times of the Soviet Republic in the Fifties. It speaks in a familiar narrative structure, which makes it seem like a true story that you won't want to give up. 06 of Niall Barr Pendulum of War 15 Pendulum Of War $10 Shop Pendulum of War focuses on the African Campaign of World War II – specifically the three battles in El
Alamein, Egypt. The British Desert Army, under an abrasive new commander, saw great success. 07 of the 15 Silk Roads Peter Frankopan Silk Road $15 Shop On the other side of the spectrum from the microfracka comes extensive research over a number of extensive times. Such is the example of the Silk Road, which examines how
the crossroads of the world affect our society today, and how the fate of the West has always been connected to the East. 08 of the 15 Team of Rivals Doris Kearns Goodwin Team of Rivals $13 Shop Find out about Abraham Lincoln, who earned the respect of his critics to unite his cabinet and, eventually, the country's rivalry team. The
tricks for Lincoln's magic are revealed in this biography. 09 of 15 The Sacred Routes of Uyghur History Rian Thum The Sacred Routes of Uyghur History $41 Shop The Sacred Routes is a special book because it challenges the accepted national history of the Turkic Muslims of Xinjiang, China. They called it a biography of history and
must broaden your perspective on what the concept of history really means. 10 of Montenegro's 15 cathoa Elizabeth Roberts Realm of the Black Mountain $40 Shop One of the world's most new countries has no international reputation, but the ousyty of Montenegro will change that. Montenegro (and Serbia) is a form of the break-up of
Yugoslavia, but you can learn what a tiny nation of Montenegro does. 11 of 15 Reading Lolita in Azar Nafisi Reading Lolita in Tehran $10 Trade Address of these historical memories is already imbued with scandal. Iran has a reliable history of censorship, but one teacher in Tehran refused to allow the law to prevent it from giving mature
students the opportunity to learn through world literature. Reading Lolita in Tehran is Azar Nafisi's account of learning despite the danger. 12 of the 15 Worst Times Timothy Egan The worst hard-time $9 Trade Dust Bowl has devastated Texas, Oklahoma and Colorado in the 30th minute. The country has already suffered from the Great
Depression, which has destroyed many Americans financial prospects, and the natural destruction of the storm has only made it worse. The National Book Award-winning The Worst Hard Time follows a dozen Americans during that time. 13 of 15 Guns, Germs and Steel Jared Diamond Guns, Germs and Steel $15 Shop Could
recommend a dense history of the world, but Guns, Germs, and Steel offers an alternative concept. Professor of geography Jared Diamond shows that the perfection of human history was based on how humans interact with their environments. Explore why civilisations start near the water and other minute details we've taken without fully
thinking about why. 14 of Michelle Obama's 15 Michelle Obama $16 Trade Don't forget the importance of recent history. Find the life of America's first black first lady in becoming Michelle Obama. Listen to Michelle's childhood in Chicago's South Side, her career as a lawyer, her love of Barack, and more. 15 of the 15 Anne Frank Diary of a
young girl '$6 Shop You Can't Miss Young Anne Frank's Diary of an Escape From the Nazis, who found him on the underpass where she spent years of her life. After two years of hiding, the Gestapo discovered where her family was, and their lives later tragically ended. Like some books, they study a country or region, others discuss the
continent (or at least very large parts) as a whole. In such cases, dates are a key factor in limiting material; accordingly, this is my top ten choices for pan-European books covering the years 1500 to 1700. Part of Oxford's short history of the modern world contains Bonney's fresh and fusiond text of narrative and thematic sections involving
political, economic, religious and social debate. The book's geographic spread is excellent, even Russia and the Scandinavian countries, and when you add to the reading quality list, you have an excellent quantity. In the second edition, this is an excellent textbook that can be bought cheaply from the other hand. The material is presented
in several ways and the whole thing is accessible. An excellent textbook, the material of which covers most, but not all of Europe, years of renewal would be the perfect introduction for any reader. Definitions, timelines, maps, diagrams and reminders of key issues accompany a simplified but clear text, while challenging questions and
documents that provoke thoughts Included. Some readers might find the suggested essay questions a little disturbing though! Fair Use This is a high-quality pan-European survey of the region in one of its most revolutionary periods. While the usual themes of the Reformation and the Renaissance are covered, equally important factors,
such as population growth, also include slow-changing countries and overseas over-pollution. The country, conflict and social order in Europe is Munck's book a sound and largely thematic survey of Europe in the seventeenth century. It covers the structure of society, the type of economy, culture and belief. This book, along with pick 3,
would be an excellent all-enthuling introduction to the period. The manual usually means something a little more practical than a history study, but this is a handy description for this book. The dictionary, detailed reading lists and timelines - which cover country history and some major events - track a range of lists and charts. Urgent
prepared reference for all who are concerned with European history (or go on a quiz). This book covers the entire period of this list and requires inclusion. This is an excellent history of reformation and faith in an era that expands a very wide network and fills 800+ pages with great details. If you have time, it's the one that goes for when it
comes to the Reformation, or just different than the period. This book, a historical classic, is now being re-published under Longman's silver series of famous texts. Unlike other volumes in the series, this work is still a valid and comprehensive introduction to the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, mixing analysis and
narratives about a wide range of objects. Three hundred years from 1300 to 1600 is traditionally understood as a gateway between medieval and early modern. Nicholas discusses the changes that have taken place throughout Europe during this period, examining continuity and developments. A large range of topics and topics is
discussed, and the material is arranged for readers who wish to use the usual c.1450 division. This concise mix of economics and social history, which examines the development of europe's social structure and financial/social structures, is useful either as a history of the period or as an essential example for the effects of the industrial
revolution. Technological, medical and ideological developments are also being discussed. You have to include one on the foundations in the list of books about the early modern era, right? Well, it's a short book that provides a good introduction to a complicated period, but it's not a book without criticism (such as economic factors). But
when you have less than 250 pages to inspire a study of that era, you can't do much better. Henry Kamen has written some great books about Spain, and in this he roams Europe and looks at many aspects of society. It is crucial that the coverage of eastern Even Russia, which you might not expect. Writing is at university level. Did you
know that in the 17th century there was a general crisis? Over the past 50 years, a historical debate has emerged that shows that the multitude and palette of problems between 1600 and 1700 deserves to be called a general crisis. This book gathers ten essays exploring the various aspects of the debate and the crisis in question. The
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were crucial in the design and development of modern government and parliamentary institutions. Graves's text provides a broad history of the Constitutional Assembly in early modern Europe, as well as informative case studies involving some systems that did not survive. Spend.
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